Divergence of syntactic structures between languages constitutes a major challenge in using linguistic structure in Machine Translation (MT) systems. Here, we examine the potential of semantic structures. While semantic annotation is appealing as a source of cross-linguistically stable structures, little has been accomplished in demonstrating this stability through a detailed corpus study. In this paper, we experiment with the UCCA conceptual-cognitive annotation scheme in an English-French case study. First, we show that UCCA can be used to annotate French, through a systematic type-level analysis of the major French grammatical phenomena. Second, we annotate a parallel English-French corpus with UCCA, and quantify the similarity of the structures on both sides. Results show a high degree of stability across translations, supporting the usage of semantic annotations over syntactic ones in structure-aware MT systems.
Introduction
Structural information, be it syntactic or semantic, has the potential to address long-standing problems in Statistical Machine Translation (SMT), such as phrase-level (rather than word-level) reordering and discontiguous phrases. Structureaware models 1 (Chiang, 2005; Liu et al., 2006; Mi et al., 2008) aim to address these and other problems by taking into account the hierarchical structure of language. However, while structure-aware 1 We use the term "structure-aware" rather than "syntaxbased" so to include any type of hierarchical structure. models are effective at improving reordering at the phrase level, they are limited in their ability to map between arbitrarily divergent structures. Crosslinguistic divergences therefore pose a difficult problem for the integration of structural knowledge into statistical models (Dorr, 1994; Ding and Palmer, 2004; Zhang et al., 2008) .
Consequently, an annotation scheme that assigns similar structures to translations has direct applicative value for structure-aware MT systems. Such structures can be used either as features in phrase-based systems, yielding more robust decoding, or as a structural scheme which directs the translation, replacing the PCFG trees often used today. Using more stable schemes is likely to result in simpler MT systems, avoiding structure modifications like pseudo-nodes (Marcu et al., 2006) or tree sequences (Zhang et al., 2008) used in syntax-based systems to handle cross-linguistic divergences.
Semantic annotation is an appealing avenue for constructing cross-linguistically stable structures, since a major goal of translation is to preserve the meaning of a sentence. Cross-linguistically stable schemes have further benefits for applications such as knowledge projection across languages (Kozhevnikov and Titov, 2013) , the induction of cross-lingual semantic relations (Lewis and Steedman, 2013) , or in translation studies (Lembersky et al., 2013 ) (see Section 7.3). A recent example of a semantic scheme aiming to be cross-linguistically stable is AMR (Abstract Meaning Representation) (Banarescu et al., 2013) which uses elaborate hierarchical structures in order to abstractly represent semantic information and presents promising preliminary results for SMT improvement (Jones et al., 2012) . Nevertheless, the stability of semantic annotation across translations is seldom addressed and has yet to be adequately supported (see Section 2), a gap we address in this paper using a detailed analysis of a semantically annotated parallel corpus.
Universal Cognitive Conceptual Annotation (UCCA) is a coarse-grained semantic annotation scheme which builds on typological and cognitive linguistic theory (Abend and Rappoport, 2013a; Abend and Rappoport, 2013b) . The scheme aims to be applicable cross-linguistically, to abstract away from specific syntactic forms and to directly represent semantic distinctions. These properties make UCCA an appealing source of structural annotation which is cross-linguistically stable. We give an overview of UCCA in Section 3. This paper focuses on the case study of EnglishFrench, a well studied language pair in MT. We demonstrate through this language pair both UCCA's portability, namely its ability to be applied to different languages, and its stability, namely its ability to preserve structure across translations. We conduct both type-level and token-level experiments to support our claim.
To verify UCCA's portability to French, we first conduct a type-level analysis by systematically examining UCCA's applicability over all major grammatical phenomena in French. We find that UCCA is fully applicable to French as exemplified in the case of French-specific phenomena like pronominal verbs (Section 4.1). Further in the type-level, we apply UCCA to a published inventory of structural divergences, and find that UCCA abstracts away from almost all of them (Section 4.2).
For a token-level analysis, we manually UCCAannotated a parallel French-English corpus of over 25K tokens, which we make publically available, and compare the similarity between the UCCA structures in the two languages to the corresponding similarity between syntactic annotations. We find that UCCA is considerably less divergent than syntactic annotation (Section 6). We expect the relative stability of UCCA compared to syntactic schemes to be even greater in language pairs that are more syntactically different than the relatively similar English-French.
Finally, we analyze the semantic correspondence between the annotations on both sides of the parallel corpus (Section 7). We find remarkably high semantic correspondence between the two languages. For instance, over 92% of the Scenes (a similar notion to a "frame"; see Section 3) in both languages have a correspondent in the other. We analyze the non-corresponding units in the two languages according to various parameters, and show that many of them are due to ambiguity or semantic changes. These results offer a better understanding of UCCA's stability and suggest paths for further improvements.
Related Work
We begin by discussing previous work that studied the portability and stability of semantic schemes. We then briefly survey the means in which semantic information is integrated into MT systems.
Portability of semantic annotation. Several works addressed the portability of semantic annotation schemes, namely whether the same scheme, often originally developed for English, can be applied to other languages. Burchardt et al. (2009) addressed the application of the English FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) to German. They found that about a third of the verb senses identified in the German corpus were not covered by FrameNet. Their analysis further revealed that the English category set is not always sufficient, resulting in the introduction of a new category for German. Van der Plas et al. (2010) addressed the application of English PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) to French, and found that while the scheme can be applied to French, the annotation requires proficiency in both languages. Samardzic et al. (2010a; also studied the portability of the English PropBank to French, and found that the overwhelming majority of the French verbal predicates in the corpus correspond to a verb sense in the PropBank lexicon. The portability of PropBank was also examined in the case of English-Chinese through the construction of annotated parallel corpora used in the OntoNotes project (Weischedel et al., 2012) .
Portability has also been studied in the context of more elaborate hierarchical structures (Dorr et al., 2010; Banarescu et al., 2013) , often with the intention of producing an inter-language -a representation independent of any specific language, which exhaustively accounts for the meaning of the sentence. Dorr et al. (2010) studied portability through the construction of a set of annotated parallel corpora in six languages, as part of the IAMTC project. Portability has also been investigated through the construction of annotated parallel treebanks such as the Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank 2 , enabling a subsequent valency stability study (Urešová et al., 2015) .
Stability of semantic annotation. Another line of work focused on the stability of specific schemes, i.e., their ability to preserve structure across translations. Fung et al. (2006; 2007) studied the stability of semantic role annotation between arguments in English and Chinese. They found that 83% of the alignable verbal arguments in English have a role-compatible argument in Chinese, but did not address arguments that have no correspondent in the other language. This motivated the use of semantic roles in MT, but also highlighted the existence of divergences between the structures in the two languages.
Semantic role schemes used in MT are generally restricted to verbal predicates, excluding several highly frequent constructions, such as copula clauses and nominalizations, which can result in a loss of stability. Furthermore, the fine-grained information such schemes provide as to the role of the arguments can be difficult to port across languages. For further discussion, see (Abend and Rappoport, 2013b) and (Birch et al., 2013) .
Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013 ) is a hierarchical semantic representation scheme whose aim is to provide simple, readable semantic annotation that can be applied cross-linguistically and assist MT systems. While UCCA is encoded over the text, AMR provides a structure for each sentence that is not trivially alignable with the text (Flanigan et al., 2014) . Xue et al. (2014) studied the scheme's portability and stability when applied to English-Chinese and English-Czech parallel corpora. They annotated 100 Chinese and Czech sentences translated from English, and examined the similarities and differences of the AMRs across translations. In the English-Czech comparison, 53% of the sentences are reported to be structurally different in a non-local way. They conclude that at this point AMR is not stable enough to be used as an interlanguage, but should be used only either on the target or on the source side.
Focusing on closer languages, namely EnglishFrench, we employ both type-level and token-level approaches for UCCA, including a comparison to syntax and a qualitative analysis of divergences, which are likely to generalize to some extent to other semantic annotations. We report a prelimi-nary study of the stability of AMR in our corpus. Integrating semantics into MT systems. Widely used in early MT (Uchida, 1987; Nirenburg, 1989) , the integration of semantics into SMT systems is receiving much renewed interest in recent years. The first line of research is the integration of semantic features (often semantic roles) in SMT systems. In the phrase-based SMT models, they were mainly utilized for influencing reordering (Wu and Fung, 2009; Xiong et al., 2012; Feng et al., 2012) . In syntax-based SMT models, semantic roles were involved in assisting reordering models (Li et al., 2013) and in translation rules (Zhai et al., 2012; Liu and Gildea, 2010; Bazrafshan and Gildea, 2013) .
The second line of research concerns the use of an inter-language as an intermediary representation in SMT. Edelman and Solan (2009) , relying on the cognitive model Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM), tried to represent the network of constructions that mediates between concepts and the channels of linguistic input and output. Jones et al. (2012) conducted preliminary experiments on a geographical querying domain using AMR.
UCCA Annotation
UCCA is a a semantic annotation scheme, strongly influenced by typological, notably Basic Linguistic Theory (Dixon, 2010a; Dixon, 2010b; Dixon, 2012) , and cognitive linguistic theories (Langacker, 2008) . The scheme aims to provide a coarse-grained, cross-linguistically applicable representation by directly reflecting the major semantic phenomena represented in the text and abstracting away from specific syntactic forms. We briefly introduce the UCCA formalism and main categories. For a more elaborate presentation, as well as evidence for the accessibility of UCCA to annotators with no linguistic background, see (Abend and Rappoport, 2013a; Abend and Rappoport, 2013b) .
UCCA structures are directed acyclic graphs, where the words in the text correspond to (a subset of) their leaves. The nodes of the graphs, called units, are either terminals or several elements jointly viewed as a single entity according to some semantic or cognitive consideration. The edges bear one or more categories, indicating the role of the sub-unit in the relation that the parent represents.
UCCA is built as a multi-layered scheme, where each layer represents a different set of distinc-tions. In this work we use the foundational layer of UCCA, which mostly addresses predicateargument structures and linkage relations between them.
UCCA views the text as a collection of Scenes and relations between them. A Scene, the most basic notion of this layer, describes a movement, an action or a state which is persistent in time. Every Scene contains one main relation, or anchor (similar to frame-evoking element in FrametNet), and is labeled as a State (S) or a Process (P).
A Scene may contain one or more Participants (A), which are interpreted in a broad sense, and include locations, destinations and complement clauses. Secondary relations in the Scene, such as manner or temporal descriptions, are labeled as Adverbials (D). For example, the sentence "He slowly ran into the park" is annotated as follows:
The definitions of the UCCA categories are not dependent on POS distinctions. For instance, a Scene's main relation can be an adjective
Type-Level Analysis
In this section we focus on type-level analysis and show both the portability of UCCA, examining the annotation of the French grammatical phenomena with UCCA, and its stability, assessing UCCA's influence on commonly studied structural divergences.
Portability
We examine UCCA's applicability to French by systematically examining the major grammatical phenomena in French, and verifying that UCCA categories can be applied to them. To this purpose, we use the same annotation guidelines and category set previously applied to English, and apply it to the phenomena and examples described in a French grammar book (Hawkins and Towell, 2001 ). Tense and agreement are not covered in the UCCA foundational layer which we use, and are therefore disregarded in this work.
We find that even for French-specific phenomena, current UCCA categories permit their annotation in the foundational layer without requiring changes in the definitions or additional categories. Due to space limitations, we only present here one case of interest. The full analysis according to the grammar book can be found in Sulem (2014) (Appendix 2) 3 .
As an example, we consider reflexive pronouns, representing the applicability of UCCA to French phenomena that have no direct parallel in English. In French, in addition to the counterparts of "himself" and "themselves" ("lui-même" and "euxmêmes"), reflexivity is also expressed through the pronouns "se", "me", "te", "nous" and "vous", which precede some verbs (termed "pronominal verbs"). For instance, "lavé" is "washed", while "s'est lavé" is "washed himself". We show that the UCCA's category definitions can be applied naturally to this phenomenon.
A key guideline in UCCA is that the annotation of a unit does not depend on its part of speech but rather on its meaning and role in the context it is situated in. We therefore distinguish between three cases based on their semantics.
First, cases where the reflexive pronoun refers to the same Participant as the subject. Here the pronoun is annotated as an A:
Second, cases where the pronoun changes the meaning of the verb in an unpredictable way, or alternatively, where the verb may only appear in a pronominal form. In these cases the formal means of reflexivity is used, but is not associated with the semantic phenomena of reflexivity. Semantically then, the reflexive pronoun and the verb form one unanalyzable unit, as in the following example: "Il [s' est aperçu] P qu'ilétait tard" ("He realized that it was late").
Third, cases where the pronoun changes the meaning and the number of arguments of the verb without creating semantic reflexivity. In these cases the verb is the Center (C) of the Process, while the reflexive pronoun serves as an Elaborator (E). For example: "Je [m' E appelle C ] P John" ("my name is John" where "appelle" means "call").
Stability
Overcoming cross-linguistic divergences (or translation divergences) is one of the main challenges in machine translation. We briefly review the main examples of translation divergences presented in (Dorr, 1994; Dorr et al., 2002; Dorr et al., 2004) , adapting the original English-Spanish examples to English-French analogues. Then, for each example, we present its annotation according to UCCA. The resulting annotations show that UCCA abstracts away from almost all of these divergences and exposes the semantic similarity, demonstrating the stability of the scheme at the type-level.
Categorical divergence: Translation of words in one language into words that have different POS tags in another language. For example, "to be cold" -"avoir froid" ("to have cold"). In UCCA the expression in both languages is annotated as a State where the Center (similar to the notion of a semantic head) is "cold" / "froid".
Conflational divergence: Translation of two or more words in one language into one word in another language. For example: "to kick" -"donner un coup de pied" ("give a kick"). In UCCA, the expression describes a Process in the two languages, and the French light verb "donner" ("give") is a Function (a unit which does not introduce a relation or participant) inside the Process.
Structural 4 divergence: Realization of verb arguments in different syntactic configurations in different languages. For example, "to enter the house" -"entrer dans la maison" ("enter in the house"). In UCCA there is a Participant in both languages.
Thematic divergence: Realization of verb arguments in syntactic configurations that reflect different thematic to syntactic mapping orders. For example, "I like this house" -"Cette maison me plaît" ("this house pleases to me"). In UCCA there are two Participants in English as well as two Participants in French ("cette maison" / "this house" and "me" / "me").
Promotional/Demotional divergence: Promotion is the case where a modifier in the source language is promoted to a main verb in the target language (Dorr, 1990; Gola, 2012) . Demotion is its mirror image, where a main verb in the source language becomes a modifier in the target language.
An example where an English adverb is promoted to a main verb is the French: "John usually goes home" -"John a l'habitude de rentrer a la maison" ("John has the habit to go home"). In UCCA, both "usually" and "a l'habitude" ("has the habit") are annotated as Adverbials.
An example where an English verb is demoted to an adverb is the French "to run in" -"entrer en courant" ("enter running"). In UCCA, the En-glish example contains a Process ("to run") and a Participant ("in"). The annotation in French is somewhat different, where "entrer" ("enter") is a Process, while "en courant" ("running") is an Adverbial.
To summarize, aside from the case of demotional divergence, the UCCA annotation (in its foundational layer) abstracts away from canonical examples for cross-linguistic divergences. With demotional divergence, where UCCA annotation is different across languages, we note that the divergence does correspond to a semantic difference of emphasis, that is, whether the entering action or the running action is the main relation. We leave it open whether this divergence should be considered a result of a true semantic difference between the languages or a shortcoming of UCCA that fails to capture the similarity between them.
Parallel French-English UCCA Corpus
The parallel corpus. The French-English corpus used here is an extract from the book Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (Vingt Mille Lieues Sous les Mers), a classic science fiction novel written in French by Jules Verne (1828 Verne ( -1905 and first published in 1870. We use an online version of the book and the English translation by J.P. Walter (Verne, 1870; Verne, 1991) . Each of the two monolingual parts of the corpus contain 583 sentences which correspond to 12.5K tokens in English and 13.1K tokens in French. The annotated corpus is publically available 5 .
Initial alignment. We segment the parallel corpus into 154 bilingual pairs of aligned passages. Each passage in French corresponds to a single passage in English. The passages correspond to the paragraphs in the original texts except in a few cases of long dialogues, where we split the paragraphs into several passages. A sentence-level alignment is not necessary in our analysis since in UCCA, the text is viewed as a collection of Scenes, where sentence boundaries play no significant role. Manual annotation. The annotation was carried out using UCCA's web application. Both French and English texts were annotated by the same annotator (one of the authors of the paper), according to UCCA annotation guidelines 6 . Re-cent updates to the guidelines concerning the annotation of secondary verbs as Adverbials, are not applied here. We expect these changes to further improve the quality of the results (Section 7.3). The annotation in English and French was carried out separately in each of the languages, rather than in parallel, thus permitting cases where the same linguistic form in English and French is subject to different interpretations, leading to different annotations. This effect on the differences in UCCA annotation in English and French is discussed in Section 7.
Token-level Analysis
In order to demonstrate UCCA's stability at a token-level, we examine the number of UCCA units of various types in both English and French for each parallel passage in our annotated parallel corpus. We compare these numbers to those obtained through syntactic annotation. In light of our type-level analysis (Section 4), we expect these UCCA categories to be more stable crosslinguistically than syntactic ones. The number of Scenes is compared to the number of nonauxiliary verbs, and the number of Participants and Adverbials is compared to the number of noun phrases (NPs), prepositional phrases (PPs) and adverb phrases (ADVPs).
We note that English-French is a particularly challenging candidate for this type of analysis since the language pair is relatively structurally similar (e.g., measured by word reordering (Birch, 2011) ). Syntactic annotation is therefore a strong baseline. We expect UCCA's relative stability to be even greater in more syntactically divergent language pairs.
We are mainly interested not in the absolute number of units/constituents of a certain type, but more in the extent to which this number diverges between languages. Minimal divergence in the number of units/constituents of a certain type between the two languages is an indication of the scheme's stability.
We compute the similarity in the number of units/constituents of each type in the two languages in the following manner.
For each language l ∈ {F re, Eng} and for each unit/constituent type t, we compute the number of instances of that type n (t,l) i in each passage i = 1, .., N . We thereby obtain for each (t, l) a vector n (t,l) = {n (t,l) i } i . For each type t, the similarity between n (t,F re) and n (t,Eng) , which is an indication of the stability of the scheme, is computed using l 1 and l 2 norms of the difference between them.
We further compute an F-score as follows: precision and recall of the French vector against the English one are defined respectively by P = s/f and R = s/e when s = ∑ i min(n
. The F-score F is the harmonic mean of P and R. This measure provides an upper bound of the number of aligned units in the two languages, looking at the category of the units and their appearance in aligned passages. We note that the measures described are more applicable in this context than statistical correlation measures (e.g., the Pearson correlation coefficient). This is because a stable scheme is determined by the similarity of the count vectors in absolute terms, rather than their statistical correlation. Experimental setup. For tagging, we use the Stanford POS tagger package (Toutanova et al., 2003) . We compute the number of verbs in the parallel corpus and compare them to the number of Scenes. We exclude auxiliaries since such verbs tend to differ considerably between languages. We manually correct the tagging (by a single annotator, highly proficient in both languages), and therefore expect these numbers to be comparable in quality to a gold standard 7 .
The syntactic constituents we study are noun phrases (NP), prepositional phrases (PP) and adverb phrases (ADVP in English and AdP in French). We used the Stanford parser's pretrained models for English (englishPCFG, ) and French (the frenchFactored (Green et al., 2011)) , with the same manual tokenization taken from the UCCA annotation. Six passages which contain very long sentences in French and for which the parser was unable to produce a parse were omitted from this evaluation. We note that we include in our analysis Scenes marked as unanalyzable (For example: "Hello!"), but exclude Scenes appearing as remote Participants, so to avoid double counting.
In order to correct for possible biases of the parsers towards overprediction or underprediction of certain syntactic constituents, we conduct the following experiment. We manually count the 7 The French tagger overestimated the number of verbs by 0.6%, while the English tagger overestimated it by 8.7%. Adverbial stability across the two languages with the stability of verbs, NPs, PPs and ADVPs. l1 and l2 represent respectively the l1 and l2 norms of the difference between the French and English count vectors. The F-score F , resulting from an upper bound on the number of aligned units in the two languages, evaluates the similarity between these vectors. The Scenes and the verbs are computed over the whole corpus (154 passages), while the other categories are computed on 148 passages (see text).
number of NPs, PPs and ADVPs in the first 10 passages in English and French, according to the original guidelines of the English and French Treebanks (Bies et al., 1995; Abeillé et al., 2004) . All borderline cases are counted pessimistically, i.e., in the direction that maximizes the difference between the manual and automatic counts.
Results. Our results are given in Table 1 . In all cases the UCCA annotation is more stable across annotations than the syntactic counterpart.
The relative similarity between the number of PPs in the two languages, as reflected in the relatively low vector distances of n (P P,Eng) and n (P P,F re) , can be explained by the fact that the presence of a preposition in French usually requires a preposition in its English translation. PPs are also less affected than NPs by nominalizations which often result in cross-linguistic syntactic divergences 8 . Table 1 also presents the average number of units/constituents of each type per passage, on the two right columns. The latter numbers cannot be seen as a measure of stability, as an excessive number of units in one passage (relative to the translation) may cancel out a deficient number of units in another. Concerning the correction term for the parsers' biases, we find that in the first 10 passages, the English parser overpredicted NPs by 12.2% and underpredicted ADVPs by 3.8%. The same num-ber of English PPs was obtained through manual and automatic counting. In these passages the French parser overpredicted NPs by 0.9% and PPs by 11.4%. The average difference between the results of the manual and automatic counting of French adverb phrases was 0.5. The biases are in an order of magnitude less than the relative differences in the l 1 and l 2 norms. Therefore, the stability of UCCA relative to syntactic schemes is not a result of the parsers' biases.
Divergence Analysis and Discussion
The analysis in Section 6 provides a comparison in terms of the number of units of specific types, as opposed to corresponding numbers of syntactic constituents. In this section we define a more refined methodology (Section 7.1) for examining not only the correspondence in the number of units between the languages, but also the semantic correspondence between units (Section 7.2 and 7.3).
Defining Divergences using UCCA
We define a correspondence between two UCCA annotations to be a one-to-one mapping which preserves UCCA's categories and meaning. Concretely, given a parallel corpus, a unit in one language corresponds to a unit in the other language if they have the same category and if the units have the same meaning. More formally, we define a sufficient subset of a unit u to be a subset of e that contains its heads (the main relation in the case of a Scene, or the Centers in the case of a non-Scene). For example, "He ran" is a sufficient subset of the Scene "He slowly ran" since it contains the main relation "ran". A unit e in English and a unit f in French correspond to each other if they have the same category and any of the three following conditions hold: (1) e is a translation of f , (2) a sufficient subset of e is a translation of f , or (3) a sufficient subset of f is a translation of e. For example, the English Scene "He slowly ran" corresponds to the French Scene "Il a couru" ("He ran") since condition (2) holds.
Given a UCCA category, some of the units of that category are left unaligned between the two sides of the parallel corpus, creating a UCCA divergence. We classify UCCA divergences according to their category, defining Scene, Participant and Adverbial divergences. We distinguish between divergences in the English and French sides.
An example of a UCCA divergence from our French-English corpus is: "of the ship victimized by this new ramming" -"du navire victime de ce nouvel abordage". The French noun "victime" describes a result, while the corresponding English "victimized" is an action. The unaligned Scene is in English. It is therefore an English Scene divergence. In the example "He slowly ran"/"Il a couru" we saw above, there is no Scene divergences but the English Adverbial "slowly" is unaligned, creating an English Adverbial divergence.
Number of UCCA Divergences
The analysis of Scene divergences is performed manually over the entire set of passages. We also conduct a preliminary study into the applicability of another semantic scheme, namely AMR, to our domain. We annotate 10 sentence pairs with AMR. Our analysis shows that AMR conserves the main structures in most sentences (7 out of 10), and suggests that other semantic annotations may also be structurally stable. However, semantic roles, used in PropBank and AMR, are often a source of divergences across the languages.
Properties of UCCA Divergences
In order to examine the causes and semantic types of the different divergences, we manually classified each of them according to three groups of properties, which are not mutually exclusive. The results of the divergence analysis are presented in Table 2 .
Translation study: The properties in this group investigate whether a given UCCA divergence can be avoided using a different formulation closer to the one used in the other language. This approach evaluates the translator's choices and creativity. Properties #1 and #2 check whether different formulations can be used in the source and target side respectively, that would avoid the UCCA divergence. Results show that many of the divergences can be indeed ascribed to the specific translation selected. For example, only less than a third of the Scene divergences in each language could not have been avoided through a different translation. We thus speculate that in a more technical and less literary corpus, the number of UCCA divergences will be lower.
Annotation study: These properties study the influence of the annotator's preferences. Property #3 (conforming analysis) covers cases where UCCA allows another analysis which would have avoided the divergence. While both annotations are permitted, one of them is sometimes preferred, to capture a nuance of meaning conveyed by one language but not the other. Property #4 refers to Table 3 : Analysis of divergences in terms of replacements by other UCCA categories. Columns correspond to divergence types, while rows correspond to the category, as defined in Abend and Rappoport (2013b) , of the replacing unit. All numbers are given in percents. Percentage is taken over all UCCA divergences of the same type. * : In these cases, a Participant or an Adverbial in one of the languages is included in the meaning of the main relation (Process or State) in the other language. divergences resulting from different readings (ambiguity) allowed by the text, where one meaning was selected in one language and another in the other. The results for this group (properties #3 and #4) reveal that most of the Scene and Adverbial divergences could have been avoided had a different annotation been selected. This suggests that more restrictive annotation guidelines or some post-annotation normalization can substantially reduce the number of divergences.
Effect of the unaligned unit: Divergences are often a result of a semantic or pragmatic difference between the source text and its translation. Property #5 addresses cases where additional information is conveyed by the unaligned unit. Property #6 is a sub-case of #5 that specifically addresses tense information. Property #7 addresses cases where the unaligned unit emphasizes some aspect of meaning. The results show that many divergences can be ascribed to a true semantic difference between the source and the translation.
Finally, in some cases, the UCCA divergences simply replace one UCCA category with another (Table 3 ). In these cases there are unaligned units in the English and the French sides that roughly correspond to one another semantically, but have different UCCA categories. Cases of replacement are common with Participant and Adverbial divergences, but fairly rare in the case of Scene divergences. In case of Adverbial divergences, many of them result from including the meaning of an Adverbial in one language in the meaning of the main relation (Process or State) in the other language. This can be seen as a generalization of demotional/promotional divergences (Dorr, 1994) discussed in Section 4.2. Annotating secondary verbs (e.g., "begin" or "try") as Adverbials instead of being part of the main relation, as was done in the latest version of UCCA's guidelines, may considerably reduce this kind of divergence.
To summarize, our study sheds light on the circumstances in which UCCA divergences arise and suggests how many divergences can be avoided. This study also contributes to the understanding of the differences between original and translated texts, which can improve MT (Lembersky et al., 2013) .
Conclusion
We showed that basic semantic structures can be stably preserved across English-French translations. This means that semantic structures may be more suitable to SMT systems than syntactic ones, which exhibit well known divergence phenomena. We used the UCCA scheme, but we expect these advantages to generalize to other structured semantic schemes. Future work will address the integration of UCCA into structure-based SMT either by adding UCCA as features to phrase-based and syntax-based systems, or by replacing existing syntactic structures with UCCA structures. We also plan to investigate related tasks that would benefit from UCCA's stability like bilingual alignment and MT evaluation.
